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Chinese Diplomatic Policy and Institutions Related to Japan:
From the Founding of the PRC to Normalization of  
the Sino?Japanese Relationship
Hu Ming
As a milestone in the Sino?Japanese history the normalization of Sino?Japanese relationship in 1972 
is not only a symbol of the ending of the long-term hostility, but also a new beginning of friendship  
between the two countries. From the founding of the People?s Republic of China ?PRC? in 1949 to the 
normalization of Sino?Japanese relationship based on the international situation then, the Chinese Gov-
ernment made many eorts in formulating policies, setting up institutions and conducting diplomatic 
activities to Japan. Zhou Enlai?s leadership and participation in building the diplomatic group to Japan, 
passing diplomatic message and contacting with the Japanese opposition party had laid a solid founda-
tion for the smooth normalization negotiation. is paper attempts to describe the formation process of 
Chinese diplomatic policy to Japan since 1949 and to oer a detailed account of the building of diplo-
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5 ???????????????????????????????????1952? 5? 5???????????????
???1949?1969??????1993??50??
6 ??????????????????????1997? 11???184??
7 ??????1954? 12? 11??
8 ??????1954? 12? 12??

















21 Haruhiro Fukui, ?Tanaka Goes to Peking: A Case Study in Foreign Policymaking?, T. J. Pempel, ed. Policymaking in Contempo-





















27 ??????1972? 9? 7??
28 ?????????????????????????????2008??411??
29 ????????105?106??
30 ??? 2011? 3? 23????????????????
31 ??????????????????????1997??15?16??
32 ???????????????????????????????????1988??402??
33 ???????20?????????????????????????????????????2002??55???
???????110?113?????
34 ???????????????????????????2007??476??
35 ?????????????????????????????2006?? 2??98??
36 ????????????????????????55?56??
37 ???????56??
38 ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???1993??538??
39 ???????3??
